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1. The legitimacy of any violent action is a function of itsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............

     	      actualization

     	--->> justification

     	      rationalization

     	      validation

2. Just application of violence by individual(s) isÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..............thesis

     	--->> legitimate

     	      illegitimate

     	      actual

     	      real

3. Violent crimes can be classified into two:Ã¢â‚¬Â¦.................and nondomestic.

     	--->> domestic

     	      public

     	      protective

     	      community

4. Homicide can be  classified into two, this include criminal homicide andÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..........
.....homicide.

     	      unjustifiable

     	--->> justifiable

     	      varifiable

     	      authenticity

5. Another factor that make individual(s) carry out a just violence is if the government 
isÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..............and does not respect the natural rights of the people.
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     	--->> repressive

     	      obtrusive

     	      exploitative

     	      brutal

6. The laws are itemized and codified with relevantÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..........particularly in penal 
codes and other relevant documents of law.

     	--->> punishment

     	      sanction

     	      penalities

     	      none of these

7. Violent crimes are any.................actions which are outlawed or prohibited by the law.

     	      hostile

     	      violent

     	      suppressive

     	--->> aggressive

8. Dangerous weapons are neither toys nor pleasant objects but they are objects 
ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............and harm.

     	      ruination

     	      anihilation

     	--->> destruction

     	      elimination

9. Nevertherless, the law allows anybody to apply violence if it is forÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..................

     	      self security

     	      self protection

     	--->> self defence.

     	      self safety
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10. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦......involves any action targetted towards wrong or improper use of another 
person.

     	      neglect

     	      misuse

     	--->> abuse

     	      invective
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